OVERALLS
JACKETS
JUMPERS
ACCESSORIES

Waterproof fabrics • Functional designs • Durable winter fleeces • Safety Vests • Stretch belts
Hi Vis spliced overalls made with durable Cotton Drill with a mechanical stretch for improved working comfort.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Plastic press stud closure
- Multifunctional reinforced chest pockets with pen partition and concealed zipper
- Multifunctional tool/ruler pocket
- Two back hip pockets, reinforced with double layer
- Angled deep front follow-through pockets
- Prewashed fabric for shrink resistance and comfort
- 3M™ Scotchlite™ 50mm 8910 Tape, in Hoop Pattern
- Meets AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 High-Visibility Safety Garments for Day/Night use

**FABRIC**
Cotton Drill, weight 300gsm

**SIZES**
- 77R - 112R
- 92S - 132S
- 89L - 94L
- Online 87R - 112R

**COLOURS**
- Yellow/Navy (online)
- Orange/Navy (online)

*Indent:* available to corporate clients only, minimum orders apply.
EVOLUTION DRILL OVERALLS

E1750 ACTION BACK DRILL OVERALLS

Action back overall made with durable Cotton Drill with a mechanical stretch for improved working comfort.

KEY FEATURES
- Plastic press stud closure
- Industrial quality elastic
- Multifunctional reinforced chest pockets with pen partition and concealed zipper
- Multifunctional tool/ ruler pocket
- Two back hip pockets, reinforced with double layer
- Angled deep front follow-through pockets
- Prewashed fabric for shrink resistance and comfort

FABRIC Cotton Drill, weight 300gsm
SIZES 77R - 112R/ 92S - 132S/ 89L - 94L Online 82R - 107R
COLOURS Navy (online)

E1700 DRILL OVERALLS

Made with durable Cotton Drill with a mechanical stretch for improved working comfort.

KEY FEATURES
- Plastic press stud closure
- Industrial quality elastic
- Multifunctional reinforced chest pockets with pen partition and concealed zipper
- Multifunctional tool/ ruler pocket
- Two back hip pockets, reinforced with double layer
- Angled deep front follow-through pockets
- Prewashed fabric for shrink resistance and comfort

FABRIC Cotton Drill, weight 300gsm
SIZES 77R - 112R/ 92S - 132S/ 89L - 94L
COLOURS Navy

E1700S HI VIS DRILL SPLICED OVERALLS

Hi Vis spliced overalls made with durable Cotton Drill with a mechanical stretch for improved working comfort.

KEY FEATURES
- Plastic press stud closure
- Multifunctional reinforced chest pockets with pen partition and concealed zipper
- Multifunctional tool/ ruler pocket
- Two back hip pockets, reinforced with double layer
- Angled deep front follow-through pockets
- Prewashed fabric for shrink resistance and comfort
- Meets AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 High-Visibility Safety Garments for Day use only

FABRIC Cotton Drill, weight 300gsm
SIZES 77R - 112R/ 92S - 132S/ 89L - 94L
COLOURS Yellow/Navy (indent), Orange/Navy (indent)
MORE FUNCTIONAL
Safety drawstring

MORE FUNCTIONAL
Adjustable contoured hood

MORE COMFORT
Extra thick plush anti pill fleece

MORE FUNCTIONAL
Multi-functional arm pocket

MORE COMFORT
Modern work fit and styling

MORE FUNCTIONAL
Sturdy rib cuff with thumb loop

MORE FUNCTIONAL
Multi-functional side pocket

MORE FUNCTIONAL
Side contour rib panel
E1510 HOODED BRUSHED FLEECE JUMPER

Made with premium fleece fabric this hooded jumper will keep you warm and comfortable during winter.

KEY FEATURES
- Modern work fit & styling
- Adjustable fully lined contoured hood
- Extra thick plush anti pill fleece
- Side contour rib panel with pockets
- Sturdy rib cuff with thumb loop
- Multifunctional arm pocket with zip closure

FABRIC  Anti pill Polyester Cotton single side brushed Fleece, weight 320gsm
SIZES    XS - 5XL
COLOURS  Navy, Grey Marle, Black

E1600S HI VIS BRUSHED FLEECE SPLICED HOODED JACKET

Made from a premium fleece, features reinforced shoulder panels for support and reinforcement.

KEY FEATURES
- Modern work fit & styling
- Adjustable fully lined contour hood
- Extra thick plush anti pill fleece
- Quilted double layer shoulder reinforcement
- Two side functional pockets
- Two front side inseam pockets
- Sturdy rib cuff with thumb loop
- Multifunctional arm pocket with zip closure
- Meets AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 High-Visibility Safety Garments for Day use only

FABRIC  Anti pill Polyester Cotton single side brushed Fleece, weight 320gsm
SIZES    XS - 5XL
COLOURS  Yellow/Navy, Orange/Navy

E1500S HI VIS 1/4 ZIP POLAR FLEECE JUMPER

Made with premium micro polar fleece this jumper feels comfortable and warm all day long. Multifunctional pockets provide plenty of space to house your necessities.

KEY FEATURES
- Quarter length zipper
- Fully lined high collar stand for warmth
- Extra thick plush anti pill micro polar fleece
- Side contour panel
- Twin Side functional pocket
- Front patch kangaroo pocket
- Sturdy rib cuff with thumb loop
- Multifunctional arm pocket with zip closure
- Meets AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 High-Visibility Safety Garments for Day use only

FABRIC  Micro Polar Fleece Polyester, weight 340gsm
SIZES    XS - 5XL
COLOURS  Yellow/Navy, Orange/Navy
HI VIS WATERPROOF SPLICED JACKET WITH TAPE

Fully seam sealed waterproof jacket, with breathable mesh lining and concealed contoured hood and rain visor to keep you safe and dry during the cold and wet.

KEY FEATURES
• Modern Work Fit
• Built-in, adjustable, fully lined contour hood with rain visor
• Internal collar lined with soft plush micro polar fleece
• Secure vertical chest pocket
• Waterproof ID pocket

Features continued below

E1630ST

HI VIS WATERPROOF JACKET SPLICED WITH TAPE

KEY FEATURES CONTINUED
• Contrast multifunctional arm pocket with zipper closure
• Windproof wind guard
• Front concealed zipper pocket
• Internal windproof sturdy sleeve rib cuff
• Adjustable sleeve cuff tab
• Adjustable toggle hem
• Contoured design with extra length ‘tail’ at back
• Internal hem zipper opening for embroidery access
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ 50mm 8906 Tape, in Hoop Pattern
• Meets AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 High-Visibility Safety Garments for Day/Night use

FABRIC
300D Polyester Oxford with PU Coating

SIZES
XS-5XL

COLOURS
Yellow/Navy, Orange/Navy
E1930ST HI VIS WATERPROOF 4 IN 1 JACKET SET

The 4 in 1 set provides you multiple ways for staying warm, dry and seen. Wear it as a jacket with the vest zipped in during the cold, wear the jacket on its own on warmer days, just the high vis vest on its own, or the Navy vest if you’re wanting to blend in vs stand out.

E1930ST = E1630ST + E1830ST

E1630ST JACKET KEY FEATURES
• Fully seam sealed
• Built-in, adjustable, fully lined contour hood

E1830ST VEST KEY FEATURES
• Can be attached to E1630ST Waterproof Jacket
• Fully seam sealed on Hi Vis side

FABRIC 300D Polyester Oxford with PU Coating & Micro Polar Fleece Polyester

SIZES XS - 5XL

COLOURS Yellow/Navy, Orange/Navy

E1830ST HI VIS REVERSIBLE VEST WITH TAPE

Hi Vis Reversible Vest, with plush micro polar fleece on one side for warmth and Hi Vis fluorescent colour and 3M tape for improved visibility during the day or night on the other.

KEY FEATURES:
• Fully seam sealed on Hi Vis side
• Can be attach to waterproof jacket
• High collar stand for extra warmth
• Contoured design with extra length ‘tail’ at back
• Two side pockets
• Back neck hanger loop
• Meets AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 High-Visibility Safety Garments for Day/Night use

FABRIC 300D Polyester Oxford with PU Coating with 3M 8906 Tape

SIZES XS - 5XL

COLOURS Yellow/Navy, Orange/Navy

E1610ST HI VIS BOMBER SPLICED JACKET

Hi Vis Bomber spliced jacket with tape fully seam sealed, with quilted lining for extra warmth and protection.

KEY FEATURES:
• Modern Work Fit
• Quilted lining
• Fully seam sealed
• Built-in adjustable hood
• Contour side panel with in seam pockets
• Side pockets lined with soft & warm micro polar fleece
• Multifunctional arm pocket with zip closure
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ 50mm 8906 Tape, in Hoop Pattern
• Meets AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 High-Visibility Safety Garments for Day/Night use

FABRIC 300D Polyester Oxford with PU Coating

SIZES XS-5XL

COLOURS Yellow/Navy, Orange/Navy
**WORK ESSENTIALS – VESTS**

**E1800 HI VIS DAY SAFETY VEST**

Day Visibility Safety vest, worn over clothing.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Twin touch tape closure
- Black contrast binding
- Meets AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 High-Visibility Safety Garments for Day use only

**FABRIC**  
Polyester, weight 120gsm

**SIZES**  
S – 5XL

**COLOURS**  
Orange, Yellow

**E1800T5 HI VIS SAFETY VEST WITH H PATTERN TAPE**

Day/Night Visibility Safety Vest, worn over clothing.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Twin touch tape closure
- Silver Reflective Tape in ‘H’ Pattern
- Silver contrast binding
- Meets AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 High-Visibility Safety Garments for Day/Night use

**FABRIC**  
Polyester, weight 120gsm

**SIZES**  
S – 5XL

**COLOURS**  
Orange, Yellow

**E1800T6 HI VIS SAFETY VEST WITH HOOP PATTERN TAPE**

Day/Night Visibility Safety Vest, worn over clothing.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Twin touch tape closure
- Silver Reflective Tape in ‘Hoop’ Pattern
- Silver contrast binding
- Meets AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 High-Visibility Safety Garments for Day/Night use

**FABRIC**  
Polyester, weight 120gsm

**SIZES**  
S – 5XL

**COLOURS**  
Orange, Yellow

**E1800T7 HI VIS SAFETY VEST X PATTERN TAPE**

Day/Night Visibility Safety Vest, worn over clothing.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Twin touch tape closure
- Silver Reflective Tape in ‘Hoop’ Pattern
- Meets AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 High-Visibility Safety Garments for Day/Night use

**FABRIC**  
Polyester, weight 120gsm

**SIZES**  
S – 5XL

**COLOURS**  
Orange, Yellow

**E1800TV HI VIS SAFETY VEST**

Hi Vis Safety Vest for VIC Roads

**KEY FEATURES**
- Zip front closure
- Micro-prismatic Tape
- Black contrasting binding

**FABRIC**  
Polyester, weight 120gsm

**SIZES**  
S – 3XL

**COLOURS**  
Red
**E3910 STRETCH BELT WITH PLASTIC BUCKLE**

Industrial strength stretch belt

**KEY FEATURES**
- Branded plastic component
- Easy adjustable keeper

**FABRIC** Polyester/Rubber
**SIZES** S, M, L
**COLOURS** Black

---

**E3920 STRETCH BELT WITH METAL BUCKLE**

Industrial strength stretch belt

**KEY FEATURES**
- Branded metal buckle
- Easy adjustable keeper

**FABRIC** Polyester/Rubber
**SIZES** One Size Fits Most
**COLOURS** Black

---

**E3955 KNEEPAD**

Ergonomically design for E1150 work pant

**KEY FEATURES**
- Provides knee protection
- Flexible and does not hinder when walking

**FABRIC** EVA
**SIZES** One size fits most
**COLOURS** Black

---

**E3930 REVERSIBLE BEANIE**

Reversible Cotton Beanie

**KEY FEATURES**
- Breathable Cotton
- Comfortable and warm to work in

**FABRIC** Cotton
**SIZES** One Size Fits Most
**COLOURS** Yellow/Navy

---

**E3933 REVERSIBLE NECK WARMER**

Reversible neck warmer

**KEY FEATURES**
- Plush micro polar fleece
- Warm and versatile

**FABRIC** Micro Polar Fleece
Polyester, weight 210gsm
**SIZES** One Size Fits Most
**COLOURS** Yellow/Navy

---

**E39613 BAMBOO SOCKS – 3 PACK**

Soft breathable work socks

**KEY FEATURES**
- Pack of 3
- Reduces odour that is associated with bacteria growth

**FABRIC** Bamboo Viscose, Cotton, Elastane
**SIZES** 4 - 6, 6-10, 11-14
**COLOURS** Black, Navy

---

**E3961 BAMBOO SOCKS**

Soft breathable work socks

**KEY FEATURES**
- Extra thick and plush
- Reduces odour that is associated with bacteria growth

**FABRIC** Bamboo Viscose, Cotton, Elastane
**SIZES** 4 - 6, 6-10, 11-14
**COLOURS** Black, Navy, Yellow

---

**E39603 POLYESTER COTTON SOCKS – 3 PACK**

Durable work socks

**KEY FEATURES**
- Pack of 3
- Light and comfortable weight

**FABRIC** Polyester, Cotton, Elastane
**SIZES** 4 - 6, 6-10, 11-14
**COLOURS** Navy, Black